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a webcam application, such as cheese, will enable you to take
still images of your surroundings and share them with friends
and family via the internet. you can take still images of your

surroundings with the eee pc's built-in webcam and share them
with friends and family via the internet. a webcam application,

such as cheese, will enable you to take still images of your
surroundings and share them with friends and family via the

internet. cheese is one such application and works with the eee
pc's built-in webcam. however, you can also use a webcam

application with the eee pc. camorama is one such application,
and it will run on the eee pc's built-in webcam. (you can

download camorama here.) right now i am using a dell studio
1555 with a 1.5ghz piii, 512mb ram and 20gb hdd. i am getting
along fine with that laptop, but it is a little on the heavy side. i

am trying to find an alternative for my laptop. i looked at the dell
studio 1555 and the dell studio 1555 looks to have a bigger hdd
and better graphics with more ram, but i am still looking at the
asus eee pcs and wondering if i should go that route. i am just
curious to know what specs i should look for. lets see. asus eee
pc 1215b. e-450 1.6ghz cpu, 8gb ram, nvidia geforce go 6150
128mb gddr3. bugs: hdd is not removable, you have to buy a

new hard disk, it is a proprietary design. may be you can replace
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hdd with ssd, but most likely you will have to buy a new hard
disk. use standard 2,5 sata hdd for netbook. lcd screen is not

backlit. hdmi and usb 2.0 ports. wifi card is broadcom bcm4306.
the only good thing about this eee pc is the geforce go 6150

128mb gddr3 and ati rs480 128mb gddr3 video card, but the rest
of the features are kind of lame. i wouldn't recommend this eee

pc, it has too many problems.
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asus eee pc motherboards come with one or two usb 2.0 ports
(depending on which one of the three motherboard versions you

purchase). the usb 2.0 ports provide a full-speed data
throughput of up to 480mbps. however, they have a maximum
transfer rate of only 100mbps. in practice, youre unlikely to use

usb 2.0 ports to connect peripherals such as a printer, scanner or
external hard drive. i have never found a worthwhile use for usb

2.0 ports, so i disable the usb 2.0 ports. if you have a usb 3.0
compatible external hard drive, or a usb 3.0 printer, you can
connect it using a usb 3.0-to-usb 2.0 or usb 3.0 adapter. asus

includes a small internal wi-fi antenna in the 1215b models. the
antenna enables the eee pc to connect to a wi-fi network;

however, the antenna offers only a mediocre signal strength (it
works best outdoors, but will work inside a moderately sized

room). therefore, unless you can use the eee pc with an external
wi-fi antenna, consider leaving the internal antenna enabled. in
addition to the drivers described above, asus offers a couple of
more utility programs for eee pc owners. these programs offer a
limited degree of control over the internal hardware of the eee
pc. the asus utilities program lets you adjust a few hardware

options, such as the touchpad sensitivity, backlighting, and audio
volume. the asus-ui program allows you to adjust or delete
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certain asus-specific application icons on the eee pc's desktop.
for example, you can delete the icon for the built-in web browser

or disable the wi-fi toggle button. in addition to these two
programs, asus also offers a utility that lets you adjust the eee
pc's keyboard backlighting. in addition to the drivers, utilities

and programs described above, you can download the asus eee
pc utilities (link in resources) program from asus. it includes a

handful of additional features and useful tools for managing the
eee pc and its components. 5ec8ef588b
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